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Teachers’ understandings of the relationship

between within-class (pupil) grouping and

learning in secondary schools

Peter Kutnick1*, Peter Blatchford2, Helen Clark2,
Helen MacIntyre2 and Ed Baines2
1ERC, University of Brighton, UK; 2Institute of Education, University of London, UK

As part of a project designed to provide information on the nature and uses of within-class pupil

groupings for teaching and learning in secondary schools in England, this paper focuses on

qualitative interviews with 20 teachers from three core curriculum areas in six schools. Interviews

concerned the range and explanations for teachers’ choices of group size and related teaching and

learning practices. Interviews were transcribed and semantically content analysed. Results show that

in some subjects (e.g. science and English) small group work formed an integral part of lessons.

This was influenced by practical factors such as the need to share equipment or by the inherently

interactive nature of the curriculum area (e.g. the role of discussion within English literature). In

other subjects, groupings used in classrooms were dependent on individual teacher preferences.

Only a few teachers considered the relation of social interaction and thinking, a dominant theme in

current theories of learning. Teachers gave little actual pedagogic consideration to the learning

purposes of different sizes of groupings. The size and composition of groups were heavily influenced

by issues of pupil behaviour. Other factors that affected teachers’ practice were the physical

environment of the classroom and school seating policies.

Keywords: Lesson phases; Pupil groupings; Secondary school classrooms; Social pedagogy

Introduction

Within every secondary classroom, pupils work in some form of grouping for

instruction. Grouping, though, is an ambiguous term which may refer to practical

seating arrangements, various group sizes (ranging from individuals to the whole

class) and compositions (ability, gender, age, etc.), and the assignment of various

classroom learning tasks (Kutnick et al., 2002). In an ideal sense, within-class pupil

grouping should be planned to promote learning—a social pedagogy of pupil

grouping wherein the social context of pupil groupings within a classroom are actively

constructed to facilitate (as opposed to inhibit) particular types of learning task.

However, in England there is little research at secondary school level regarding the
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naturalistic pedagogic use of pupil grouping within classrooms (see Hallam & Ireson,

1999; and with the exception of whole-class grouping on the basis of ability, see Ireson

& Hallam, 2001).1 This limited amount of secondary school-based research contrasts

with a range of studies undertaken at the primary school level (Galton & Williamson,

1992; Bennett, 1994; Galton et al., 1999; Hastings & Chantrey Wood, 2002; Kutnick

et al., 2002). Lack of research into secondary school pedagogy is particularly

surprising given that the ‘chalkface’ of effective learning for pupils lies in the

classroom; where the conditions that may facilitate or inhibit learning are anchored to

everyday processes (Creemers, 1994) and ‘situated’ classroom experience is the basis

for pupils’ understanding of classroom-based learning (Murphy, 2000, from Bruner,

1996). One of the most overt of these classroom conditions is the (social) surrounding

of the pupil as seen in their interaction with other pupils and the teacher.

Within this study, the classroom chalkface is viewed as a social pedagogic site,

where pupils are brought together in various groupings for learning activities; pupil

learning is seen to be ‘nested’ within these groupings. Groupings, though, may vary in

size, structure and learning purpose, and are often constrained by particular school

policy, age and ability of pupils, subject studied and teacher awareness of grouping

practices. These variations can have important implications for teaching and learning.

Among the variations, as identified in the review below, are a number of issues that

include:

1. the type of learning (purpose) that may characterize a classroom task (or part of a

lesson), including cognitive enhancement (of new knowledge and skills),

applications and practice of existing knowledge, etc. (Edwards, 1994);

2. classroom grouping of children, noting that there are a range of groupings used in

any classroom (often a number of different groupings being used at any time) and

that these groupings may include, but are not synonymous with, cooperatively

based, cognitive enhancement grouping (Kutnick, 1994);

3. much of our knowledge concerning the use/benefit of pupil grouping for learning

is based on: (a) small-scale, experimental studies that may have limited relevance

for actual use of pupil groupings in ‘authentic’ classrooms, or (b) descriptive and

correlational studies that frequently note little relationship between pupil

grouping and learning outcome (Galton et al., 1999; Ireson & Hallam, 2001;

Kutnick et al., 2002);

4. while secondary schools may ‘organize’ pupils into general (often ability-based)

groupings/classes, it is the teacher’s responsibility to identify, plan for and

support within-class grouping of pupils (Cowie & Rudduck, 1988; Murphy,

2000); and

5. there is a strong tendency that secondary school classrooms organize themselves

around curriculum-oriented attainment of pupils, strongly supported by

government policy (DfEE, 1997) and school tradition; this organization may

have little relationship to pedagogic value.

As pupils’ experience of learning will be circumscribed by their social/grouped

pedagogic context within classes and teachers maintain the responsibility for grouping
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pupils within their classrooms, this study seeks to identify the understanding that

teachers draw upon when grouping their pupils (for learning) within every-day or

naturalistic classrooms.

Grouping within classes in secondary schools

Reviews of pedagogic practice and pupil grouping in secondary schools (e.g. in the

UK: Hallam & Ireson, 1999; Ireson & Hallam, 2001; and in the USA: Kulik &

Kulik, 1992; Lou et al., 1996) have been dominated by pupil ability as the basis for

classroom organization. Even though government (e.g. DfEE, 1997, covering

education policy in England and Wales) recommended a considered approach to

pupil grouping, its own recommendations have limited advocacy to homogeneous

ability-based setting (also known as ‘tracking’) for whole classes but provide little

consideration of the relationship of pedagogy to within-class grouping. (Within this

context, secondary school teachers have been given a relatively free hand to

organize within-class groupings—in contrast to government recommended within-

class ability grouping for primary school teachers: DfES, 1998.) These research

reviews and meta-analyses challenge the educational value of homogeneous ability

grouping as this form of grouping has few significant effects on achievement (Slavin,

1990a; Kulick & Kulick, 1992; Hallam & Toutounji, 1996). The singular focus on

ability neglects further pedagogic potential for learning in a variety of learning tasks

that can be facilitated by structured pupil grouping (Kutnick, 1994; Kutnick et al.,

2002).

Aside from ability grouping (whether by setting, banding or tracking, see Ireson

& Hallam, 2001) and gender identity (see Murphy, 2000), there is little empirical

research concerning the organization of pupil groupings within classes in

secondary schools. In contrast, there have been a number of studies regarding

the use and types of pupil groupings undertaken in primary school classrooms;

these studies explore seating (Hastings & Chantrey Wood, 2002), types of

groupings and relation to pedagogy (Kutnick et al., 2002) and use of grouping in

relation to teaching task (Galton et al., 1999). Also, there are studies that focus on

interpersonal approaches among children to enhance cooperative learning (Slavin,

1990b; Bennett, 1994) and collaborative efforts (Light & Littleton, 1994; Howe,

1997; Mercer et al. 1999; Howe & Tolmie, 2003; Webb & Mastergeorge, 2003);

only a few of these have focused on secondary school pupils. With regard to the

above studies, it should be noted that much of their evidence is derived from

experimental regimes that take place inside and outside of the classroom and may

have limited applicability to ‘normal’ proceedings in classrooms. There is little

evidence that these approaches are used with any frequency in secondary school

classrooms, even if some form of group for learning characterizes all classrooms—

whether classes are taught as a whole group, or pupils are individualized or work

in small groups. It should be noted that many of the above studies ‘trained’ pupils

to enhance within group interactions (drawing upon social support and

communication skills). This training for effective group work skills is not

frequently discussed in these studies, but is fundamental for group working, as
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identified in Webb and Mastergeorge (2003) and Mercer (2000). The existence of

within-class groupings appears to be rather informally arrived at, leading to a

questioning of what grouping practices secondary school teachers use in their

classrooms.

Three related areas of research suggest that a description and analysis of pedagogy

and grouping practices in secondary classes is long overdue:

1. Experimental comparisons, undertaken largely in the USA, have shown positive

effects of cooperative, collaborative and mastery learning for small-sized

groupings (four to six children: Slavin, 1990b), although these represent only a

small part of the various classroom groupings possible. Cooperative/collaborative

procedures may only be appropriate for certain learning tasks, thus explaining

differing levels of reported success (Creemers, 1994). There are many other

mismatches between cooperative interventions and classroom practice (Bennett

& Dunne, 1992) and many teachers may not support the ideals of cooperative

learning in their secondary school classrooms (Cowie & Rudduck, 1988).

Further, there are no studies that systematically identify and relate grouping

structures (size, composition, interaction, skills), the nature of the learning task

and support for learning as used in secondary classrooms.

2. It is notable that pupil groupings may have a direct impact on many of the factors

which ‘school effectiveness’ researchers (e.g. Sammons et al., 1995) identified as

important for learning. Consideration of effective learning and instruction

emphasize the importance of a strategic deployment of groupings in relation to

the tasks at hand (Barr & Dreeben, 1983; Ofsted, 1995); and Creemers (1994)

suggests that future research should target the interrelations between curriculum,

teacher behaviour and grouping. Bossert et al. (1985) stress that a relationship

between group interaction and classroom tasks must exist if effective learning is

to take place. Although grouping practices are recognized as important for

learning, this issue has not been directly studied by the school effectiveness

literature and there is little understanding of the learning potential inherent in

pupil grouping.

3. Insights into the way that groupings can be utilized for learning arise in

psychological theories of instruction and development (e.g. Vygotsky, 1978),

the benefits of peer tutoring, and collaborative and cooperative learning for

cognitive development (Damon & Phelps, 1989; Light & Perret-Clermont,

1990; Monteil & Huguet, 1993; Howe & Tolmie, 1998), as well as more

individualistic considerations of learning (Karmiloff-Smith, 1992). An in-depth

review of this research has indicated how grouping, teaching and interaction

arrangements could be organized, so that they are suited to a particular task

(Kutnick, 1994), but notes that most knowledge gained within this area is

derived from experimental studies using school-aged subjects as the sample.

Findings from these studies may not be easily transposed to the complex

situation of secondary school classrooms of today, especially given the number

of pupil groupings that may be found and teachers’ attitudes towards this

social basis of learning.
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Main issues

In contrast to studies in primary schools, little is known about teachers’ planning for

and expectations of pupil grouping in secondary school classrooms. This paper

explores teachers’ understanding of the relationship between teaching/learning

practices and pupil groupings in the classroom, and whether this relationship is

likely to promote social interaction or learning potentials often ascribed to groups in

the theoretical literature. There are a number of core themes concerning this social

pedagogic research regarding teachers’ use of pupil groupings for teaching and

learning. These core themes combine the theoretical literature with every-day

classroom learning and organizational concerns.

1. Learning task—tasks need to be appropriate to particular types of groupings

(Bossert et al., 1985; Creemers, 1994). If tasks are too difficult, group members

may not work effectively; and if a task is too simple, it will not require cohesive

group working. Not all learning tasks relate to cognitive enhancement; a useful

conceptualization of classroom learning tasks (incremental/cognitive; enrich-

ment/application; practice and revision) has been presented by Norman (1978),

and presentation of these tasks may vary according to position in a lesson

sequence or teaching session (Edwards, 1994).

2. Size and number of groupings—Kutnick et al. (2002) have shown a relationship

between grouping size and learning tasks in primary schools such that practice is

enhanced through individual work, cognitive enhancement/discussion among

peers and applications in larger (possibly collaborative) groups (Kutnick, 1994).

At the secondary level there is no current information concerning: the different

grouping sizes being utilized and whether grouping sizes are related to types of

learning task and curricula. From studies in primary school classrooms, we are

aware that number and size of pupil groupings within classrooms may not relate

to pedagogic principles, and they are likely to be affected by the actual number of

pupils in a class (larger numbers of pupils are related to larger number of pupil

groupings per class: Blatchford et al., 2001) and groupings may also be related to

amount and design of classroom furniture (Dreeban, 1984; Hastings & Chantrey

Wood, 2002).

3. Curriculum area—different instructional groupings may be suitable for different

curricula, a point recognized by researchers exploring class composition by ability

(Hallam & Toutounji, 1996; Ireson & Hallam, 2001). Goodson & Managan

(1995) report that secondary teachers develop distinct curriculum subcultures,

approaches to knowledge and pedagogic styles, thus different grouping practices

may be apparent across curricula (also found in the USA by Stodolsky &

Grossman, 1995).

4. Classroom context—it is important to consider within-class groupings in relation to

the broader ecological context of the class as a whole (Doyle, 1986). At the

secondary level, the ecological context may have important implications for

within-class grouping practices (Cowie & Rudduck, 1988); where seating

arrangements are often fixed and/or constrained by the location and availability
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of apparatus, the attainment/setting level of the class, and availability of the

teachers for different types of interaction, deemed necessary for pupils of diverse

attainment levels (Oakes, 1985; Cowie & Rudduck, 1988; Galton et al., 2003)

and pupil friendships (Murphy, 2000).

5. Grouping characteristics—action and interaction within groups may be affected by

group composition, teacher and peer support and task assigned. Group

composition may vary by attainment/ability, friendship, gender and behaviour.

Groupings that are required to discuss topics require a range of perspectives that

are likely to be enhanced in mixed-ability groupings and inhibited in high- and

low-ability groupings (Webb, 1989). Friendship and gender mix within group-

ings may either support or inhibit discussion or group work (Howe, 1997).

Collaborative group working is likely to be enhanced if pupils have a positive

relationship among themselves (Huguet et al., 1994; Webb & Farivar, 1999).

Training and support for group relationships is rarely planned or provided by

teachers in classrooms (in primary schools: Kutnick et al., 2002), although it may

be essential for the use of group working processes (Mercer, 2000; Webb &

Mastergeorge, 2003). Primary school experience also indicates a disjunction

between group seating and work assignment, often leading group members off-

task (Galton &Williamson, 1992; Tolmie et al., 1998), and there is little evidence

that teachers at secondary level make such ‘adjustments’.

Research questions

The review has identified that pupils will find themselves in some form of grouping

within their secondary school classrooms. The term ‘grouping’ may vary by size,

composition, task, curriculum, etc., but we have extremely limited evidence

concerning secondary school teachers’ knowledge and use of various groupings in

their classrooms. Thus, the main research questions for this study are:

(a) How do secondary teachers think about, plan and design learning tasks in

relation to grouping sizes, compositions and interactions to be utilized in

learning tasks?

(b) How do these grouping practices vary across different curriculum areas?

(c) How are groupings constructed with regard to the social and physical context of

the classroom?

Methodology

As there have been no previous studies undertaken with UK secondary school

teachers concerning within-class group work, this study aimed to collect qualitative

and descriptive information with regard to learning tasks and grouping across

different curriculum areas. A predominantly hermeneutic approach was adopted,

based upon interviews with a range of teachers from various curriculum areas.

Interviews would allow the researchers to learn (from teachers) about the different

kinds of pupil groupings used in their classrooms, reasons why particular

6 P. Kutnick et al.



groupings were used and factors that encouraged or deterred the use of particular

groupings. To provide a range of knowledge and use of groupings, teachers from

the core curriculum areas and with a variety of teaching experience/responsibilities

(from newly qualified teachers to department heads) would be drawn upon for

interview. Interview questions were semi-structured. Once participating teachers

were assured of confidentiality (of information provided, school and personal

anonymity), they were asked to describe one of their typical lessons—noting the

ways that pupils were organized or grouped over the course of a lesson. When

classroom groupings were identified, further probing questions pursued the

relation between learning activity and grouping, whether grouping featured in

lesson planning, teachers’ use/type of encouragement for group working, particular

resources drawn upon to promote group working and how well grouping of pupils

served classroom learning. Further questions sought information about the

contexts for group use in the classroom. These context questions included:

alternative ways to group pupils, relationship between pupil grouping and

classroom management, curriculum and department support for group work and

whether/where the teacher received training for working with groups in the

classroom.

The interview schedule was initially based upon research at primary school level

(Blatchford et al., 1999) and further developed after exploratory (pre-pilot) classroom

observations and discussions with teachers across year levels and curriculum areas in

two contrasting (urban and semi-rural) secondary schools. After further piloting of

questions with secondary school teachers, the agreed questions were posed to a total

of 36 teachers. The teachers were drawn from six schools (urban and semi-rural) in

south-eastern England. Choice of schools was limited to the geographic area

surrounding the researchers’ universities and agreement by schools to participate in

the study. A small proportion of the schools were partners in university-based initial

teacher education programmes, leading to the expectation (by researchers) that some

of the participating teachers would have already considered the role of classroom

grouping and learning in their mentoring roles. Teachers were selected for interview

to provide a range of experience across taught curriculum areas and teaching career;

this selection was also based on availability (for interview) and willingness to

participate. This ‘sample’ would allow for the identification of ‘typical’ curriculum

approaches but not allow for structured comparisons between curriculum areas or

career. Initially, 36 teachers were interviewed, who represented eight curriculum

areas (English, mathematics, science, French, history, art, design and physical

education). At least five curriculum areas were covered in each school and teachers

ranged from the newly qualified to department heads. Of these interviews, 20 were

undertaken with teachers of core subjects (English (seven), mathematics (seven) and

science (six)); and these interviews will be the focus of this paper. The interviews were

between 15 and 30 minutes in length and, with the school and teachers’ permission,

were recorded. Interviews were then transcribed and content analysed for semantic

information (Bauer, 2000). The range of content items were analysed for each

interview question and results were grouped thematically (as identified in the

‘Findings’ section, below).

Pupil grouping in secondary classrooms 7



Findings

1. Groupings used by teachers within classes

Teachers used a range of grouping sizes, including whole class, small group (between

three and seven pupils), pairs and individuals (we identify ‘individuals’ as a grouping

size as it represents an active working/learning/control choice by teachers for her/his

pupils). The predominant grouping sizes were the whole class, small group and

individual. Teachers within the three core curriculum (English, mathematics and

science) areas rarely referred to pairs as a grouping.

There were similarities and differences in the grouping practices across the core

curriculum areas. Table 1 identifies the main grouping sizes used by teachers in

curriculum areas, and cross-references group size with main phases of a lesson, a

main criterion by which teachers structured their lessons. Similarities of grouping

existed at the beginning and end of lessons when teachers from all three curriculum

areas used whole-class as the predominant grouping. Variations between teachers/

curriculum areas were mainly found in the middle of the lesson, where mathematics

teachers used individual work and English and science teachers were more likely to

use small groupings. Links between the main groupings and lesson phases were as

follows.

Lesson beginning: whole-class grouping. Whole-class sessions at the beginning of

lessons were mentioned most consistently by teachers. The purposes for whole-

class grouping at the beginnings of lessons were to recap previously introduced

and relevant knowledge, introduce material and move pupils’ understanding on.

Teachers saw themselves as centrally concerned with the introduction and

reinforcement of (cognitive) knowledge among pupils. In one typical description

of intended teaching/learning within the initial whole-class session, a teacher

stated:

Table 1. Summary of groupings used by teachers at different stages of the lesson, by curriculum

area (numbers presented after group size represent how many teachers interviewed gave this

response)

Lesson phase Mathematics Science English

(7 teachers

interviewed)

(6 teachers

interviewed)

(7 teachers

interviewed)

Beginning Whole class 7 Whole class 5 Whole class 6

(Individual 1) (Individual 1)

Middle Individual 6 Small groupings 5 Small groupings 5

(Periodic small

groupings 6)

(Whole class 2 (Whole class 4

Individual 1) Individual 2)

End Whole class 5 Whole class 3 Whole class 4

(Individual 2)
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The lesson will be fairly standard and I’ll start by finding out what they already know and

trying to tease out information from them, basically leading to whatever the concept is for

that lesson . . . Usually it’s something which some of them know about but they all have

different levels of understanding. Generally, I try to make it so that we take them on. But

I have to know them well to take them on from where they are. (Mathematics 1)

Another said:

The first part of lesson is to either introduce a new topic or go over what we’ve been

doing. Brainstorm about the kind of things they could get on to . . . Hoping it will focus

them on what they’ve been doing and then they can push forward. (Mathematics 6)

End of lesson: whole-class grouping. Many teachers said that they organized a whole-

class grouping at the end of their lessons, using this time to focus upon assessment

and revision of material. Teacher descriptions of this phase included feedback from

and evaluation of earlier individual, paired or small group work, pooling of ideas from

earlier in the lesson, summarizing of material covered and addressing problems

encountered. For example, they said:

I think again it’s very important for them to get quick feedback. I don’t actually mark

their class work. They always mark it themselves. They pass it to the person who’s next to

them. Then they get quick feedback right away on what they’ve done, whether it’s right

or wrong, and if it did go wrong, hopefully, some ideas why. (Mathematics 2)

And:

Wrapping up at end of lesson, making sure everyone has got to the point where they can

carry on next lesson . . . Making them realize what they’ve learnt, what they’ve achieved,

[is] not always obvious even to themselves. (Mathematics 6)

Also:

At the end of it, make sure we have done all the things we have said we are going to do. If

we haven’t, say we have to leave that for another time or for homework. To iron out

problems and make sure that everybody, not just the group, has covered what we wanted

. . . Something I’ve always done just to make sure everybody knows what’s going on,

probably as a preparation for homework or whatever the next stage is—so they are going

off individually to do something they understand. Don’t really know why I do it, just to

consolidate what we’ve learnt. (English 1)

Middle of lesson: small groupings. All the small group or paired work mentioned by the

teachers took place in the middle of lessons. Teachers attributed a wide range of

learning purposes to small group work (even though some teachers, especially in

mathematics, used these groupings infrequently). Small groupings were used for

investigative work:

Pupil grouping in secondary classrooms 9



When you have a problem, you have to be able to look at it from different angles . . . And

they always think there’s just going to be the one solution. Looking it from different

angles, getting other people’s opinions and what other people think makes them a bit

more aware—there’s more than one way to skin a cat! (Mathematics 4)

Other learning purposes for small groupings included pooling and stimulating of

ideas, planning, carrying out, analysing and evaluating practical work, and verbalizing

thinking to clarify and improve understanding. Pupils, though, must be engaged with

the group and task for this to be effective:

It’s for them to find these things out for themselves. [They are] in school to learn, me

telling them isn’t learning. Them finding things out for themselves is them learning. To

be given something to find the answer out, you’ll probably remember it a lot more.

(Science 2)

Middle of lesson: individual grouping. The learning purposes cited for individual work

focused on consolidation and assessment of work done in previous parts of the lesson.

Individuals were a main form of mid-lesson grouping for a number of mathematics

teachers:

It goes back to the Chinese proverb, ‘What I hear I forget, what I see I remember, what I

do I understand’. They can watch me doing sums—all [of them] do and have no idea

how to do them the next day. So them actually doing, the doing part, doing what we’ve

talked about is when it sinks in. Or doesn’t sink in. Or shows me whether they

understand it. It’s a vitally important part of learning. They’re much more likely to get it

having done it, rather then watched it being done or heard about how to do it.

(Mathematics 2)

Similarly:

When we are doing consolidation work, especially with things like Numeracy, I like them

to know exactly what they are doing on their own without having looked at anyone else’s.

They know they are confident they can do that on their own. The other thing is exam

preparation. (Mathematics 6)

However, individual grouping may only have limited value in terms of time and

purpose:

I would only have them working on their own for a short period of time— if it was a

group lesson just to check they knew what was going on. (English 1)

As if to show that exceptions prove the rule, one science teacher mentioned that

lessons might be ended with individual work:

Having hopefully seeded the ideas in their mind, they then will start incorporating at least

some of them into what they’re writing and, ultimately, they are going to be assessed on

10 P. Kutnick et al.



what they write, not what they say. So the classroom work obviously has to be done for

the individual’s written work. (Science 2)

He appears to see individual work at the end of the lesson as an indication of the

internalization of the learning that has taken place earlier, during whole-class and

smaller group work. Another teacher also stated:

Individual work generally reinforcing what they have been doing. [They] have to put

their own thoughts down into words. [This] will be information where they will then be

asked questions about. Making a process of information. (Science 3)

2. Learning purposes of groupings

The teachers referred to a wide range of learning purposes for their classroom

groupings. Table 2 relates learning purposes to lesson phase, although the focus

Table 2. Range of learning purposes identified by teachers for their classroom groupings

Lesson beginning Practice related

Introducing material Consolidate/solidify the understanding of new

material

Giving examples or demonstrations Putting ideas from whole-class/small group

discussion into practice

Modelling procedures Reinforcing whole-class work

Setting learning targets at the start Opportunities for practice

Drawing out existing knowledge Achieving speed/ease of recall

Recapping previous lessons and relevant

knowledge

Revision of material/strategies End of lesson

Reviewing targets at the end

Middle of lesson Summarizing/rounding up/wrapping up material

covered

Ideas related Assessing pupils’ understanding/ progress

Collecting or developing ideas Giving feedback/evaluation of work

Stimulating ideas Addressing problems pupils have encountered

Pooling ideas

Making connections between new material

and existing knowledge

Leaps in understanding

Moving pupils’ understanding on

Process related

Directing discussion

Examining the thinking processes

Applying knowledge and skills

Verbalizing thinking to clarify and improve

understanding

Engaging pupils actively in their learning

Pupil grouping in secondary classrooms 11



of this part of the interview/discussion evolved to consider pedagogic impacts of

these purposes in more detail. These purposes can be categorized in a variety of

ways, including strategies to contextualize learning, reinforcement of knowledge,

engendering communication and problem-solving. The learning purposes identi-

fied provide an empirical substantiation and extension of Norman (1978).

Following Norman, teachers provided evidence of incremental tasks: drawing out

existing knowledge, recapping previous lessons and relevant knowledge, making

connections between existing knowledge and new material. Restructuring is

identified in stimulating ideas, leaps in understanding and developing ideas.

Enrichment is seen in: consolidate/solidify the understanding of new material,

putting ideas into practice. Other tasks of practice and revision are self-evident.

Further, though, teachers have identified a number of process skills/purposes within

tasks, in line with suggestions by Nuttall (1999). These process skills include:

directing discussion, verbalizing thinking, active engagement—skills that link social

activity with learning purposes. It was rare for the teachers to relate the social

activities to particular groupings, aside from the inclusion or exclusion of the

teacher’s role. There were, also, a number of low-level procedural purposes identified

(similar to those suggested by Doyle, 1986).

Teachers noted that they provide examples and model procedures, as well as

control their classes within these purposes. One further type of learning purpose to

arise from Table 2 was meta-cognitive and meta-task knowledge (similar to those

suggested by Alexander et al., 1991). Empirical evidence of these ‘meta’ purposes

includes: examining thinking processes, reviews (to assess the meeting of targets),

feedback and evaluation. Often, there were a mixture of purposes identified,

usually combining cognitive aspects of task with teacher inclusion and control of

learning.

Whole-class learning. There were some distinctions in type of learning purposes and

groupings identified by teachers of different curriculum areas. For example, the

learning purposes attributed to a whole-class session by mathematics teachers

indicated an emphasis on teacher control of the learning process—sometimes using

pupils in the teaching process:

When you are trying to develop an idea you need the whole class to develop it together.

It’s almost trying to get them to come up with ideas and strategies . . . Sometimes you just

have to tell them that something is the case . . . The teaching is very much teacher

directed. The teacher decides the pace of the lesson although this obviously depends on

whether students are picking up on the concept. (Mathematics 1)

And:

improve on existing answers—brighter can model better understanding and how to get

from lower to higher understanding. If they are writing their answers down individually

[we] miss out a lot of that. You’d only get one person’s ideas. There’s no opportunity to

improve it at that particular moment. (Mathematics 4)
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Learning purposes attributed to whole-class sessions by science teachers were similar

to those of the mathematics teachers but indicated more of an emphasis on pupil

participation:

As a result of answers that pupils give, you can explore further the ideas and perhaps

correct misconceptions and perhaps build on prior conceptions. And pupils involved in

listening to that, I think, pick up things from the whole class that they wouldn’t

necessarily get if they were just permanently working in a small group. (Science 1)

And:

I use a lot of questioning technique where they put their hands up and I would very much

expand from the ideas I get from them. I’m very much influenced by what they come out

with. But then I come back to making sure they are aware of building their knowledge.

(Science 2)

Whole-class grouping for teaching shows the benefit of making larger numbers of

pupils aware of teacher-deemed appropriate knowledge (defined by subject and

level), but this approach also assumes that a single pupil’s response (supported by the

teacher) will be understood and internalized by all pupils in the class. Teachers did

not reflect on the possibility that a number of pupils may exclude themselves from this

interaction. In addition to exposing the ‘majority’ of pupils to teacher-legitimated

knowledge and control, teachers from all curriculum areas used the whole class for

assessment and revision of material.

Individual learning. A number of learning purposes were attributed to individual work.

Mathematics teachers placed emphasis on the consolidation and understanding of

new material, with a strong element of teacher control. The two English teachers who

mentioned individual work during this part of the lesson linked it with assessment and

application of ideas. One mentioned:

. . . putting ideas from whole-class/small group discussion into practice. (English 3)

This quotation reinforces the previous quote from English 1, showing limits that

English teachers placed on the role of individual work (and its time allocation

identified in Table 1). Comparatively infrequent use of (individual) practice in

English contrasts with mathematics teachers who used individual groupings more

widely (most forcefully for individual engagement and consolidation of material). The

practice element of individual work may be linked with the need for teacher control

and focus of their pupils’ learning; but this individual approach was not useful in

some circumstances:

We used to use individualized schemes of work but we thought students weren’t learning

properly. When they dictate the pace, it’s often too slow. They didn’t have a clear

understanding of material and sometimes missed the point. We felt that we as teachers
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needed to be in control of their learning much more so we switched to a class teacher-led

way. We’re very committed to that. That’s my influence, where we’re coming from as a

department. (Mathematics 3)

Small group learning. There were a number of learning purposes that teachers

associated with small groupings (of four to six pupils). Six different learning purposes

were attributed to small groups—the most frequent referred to forms of stimulating

ideas and improving understanding (Table 3).

The interviews found that small groupings were the main group size used by

English teachers. These teachers actually mentioned different ways of organizing

groupings of this size (such as ‘jigsawing’ or ‘envoying’). However, despite this

differentiated use, English teachers attributed only a limited range of learning

purposes for small groupings. Four teachers mentioned ‘stimulation of ideas’ as a

learning purpose of small group work and one of these teachers mentioned ‘giving

feedback’ and ‘providing opportunity for reading practice’. Teachers from the other

curriculum areas tended to focus on stimulating and improving understanding,

although it should be noted that: (a) mathematics teachers stated that they rarely used

small groups (preferring individual and whole-class settings); and (b) while discussion

appears as a central learning skill for pupils in small groupings, teachers did not refer

to any training to support or develop this skill.

When comparing teachers’ conceptions of the relationship between group size and

learning purpose (as described in Kutnick, 1994), some systematic agreement (both

within teachers’ comments and between teachers’ comments and the literature) was

found. Teachers often associated large (whole-class) groupings with control and

assessment of learning material; small groupings for discussion; and individuals for

application and practice. It should be stressed, though, that there was little

consistency across teachers and curriculum areas. Some teachers referred to nine

or ten learning purposes for groupings, but some of the teachers made no connections

between pupil grouping and learning purpose. Teachers also referred to purposes

other than learning (particularly control of misbehaviour) when they made their

decisions on grouping size.

3. Other factors influencing teachers’ choices of grouping size

In addition to pedagogic concerns, teachers also noted that physical space, resources

and length of lesson influenced groupings used. Behaviour management was

Table 3. Learning purposes identified for small groups

‘Applying knowledge and skills’

‘Reinforcing whole-class work’

‘Stimulating ideas’

‘Verbalizing thinking to clarify and improve understanding’

‘Examining the thinking processes involved in a task’

‘Making connections between ideas and leaps in understanding’
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mentioned most frequently; a reoccurring theme in interviews across all curriculum

areas.

Behaviour management and size of groupings (discussed by curriculum area).(a) English.

Various group sizes were used to control behaviour at the beginning of the lesson.

One teacher found that a whole-class session ‘helped to focus pupils for later working

in small groups’. Another teacher used individual reading at the start of the lesson ‘to

calm people down’; and another said that she ‘tended to do paired work, rather than

small group work’ if she had a disruptive class—smaller numbers in groupings were

easier to manage and monitor. A fourth teacher stated that she used smaller, rather

than larger, groupings to retain control and encourage interaction among pupils,

identifying that groupings of four were her preferred number:

But as a group, four is controllable, you can monitor it better and there seems to be

plenty of opportunity for each participant to participate. Whereas, if you’ve got six in a

group, you can have the one boy who’ll not bother. And he’ll get away with it because

there are others who are having enough to say . . . (English 4)

Not only was grouping a factor, but physical placement of groups and individuals was

also considered:

It [behaviour management] affects your seating . . . I’m sure I wouldn’t be alone in saying

there are always a few students you have strategically placed. (English 1)

Two of the English teachers talked about group size in relation to age. Both said that

they found doing small group work with older pupils (Year 10) harder than with Year

7s, with the possibility of less work taking place:

Possibly, with the older ones, cut down on the group work time a bit because they are

more likely to start chatting . . . they do tend to waste a lot of time. (English 1)

(b) Mathematics. Mathematics teachers, particularly, found small group work most

stressful in terms of perceived maintenance of class control. Two teachers thought

stress and small groups were subject related and tied this thought to perceptions of

classroom control (found in their schools), showing their perceptions dominated by

views of departmental practice and school ethos:

[I] have to manage small [four-pupil] group work quite carefully. [This is an] open-door

school, sensitive to noise . . . don’t feel you are in control. Too much practical

equipment. [I] don’t think maths teachers are as used to it as other subjects.

(Mathematics 3)

And:

It’s behaviour I think that often prevents me and some teachers in my department doing

[collaborative] group work . . . [There is a] tendency to like small group work less . . .
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Sometimes the atmosphere becomes very noisy because they’re discussing—and I think

as a teacher perhaps we are not used to it—certainly not in the maths department. We are

very used to quiet classrooms and this leads to more individual/teacher-led work . . .

they’ve got their own work to get on with and they do it, and if they need help, we are

there and it’s very much keeping tight control over the situation. (Mathematics 4)

Developing the theme of control, this teacher acknowledged that she had tried to use

a number of groupings, but was critical of the talk/discussion that could take place in

some groupings:

I’m quite sceptical about sharing. About how much they do share, observing in group

work that they do very often that somebody’s dominant, and they do it and the others

tend to write it down. There is a danger of that. And then they’re not doing the work. I

did try a different arrangement when they were in these kinds of blocks of four. I quickly

changed back again. I found that was fairly disastrous. Because when they are in a

horseshoe the opportunity to talk is normally to their neighbour on either side. So,

they’ve got two opportunities. But when they’re in a block of four—that’s the reason

they’re in blocks of four—the opportunities to interact are multiplied. That’s the point,

isn’t it? But also the opportunities to distract are increased. It didn’t work for me.

(Mathematics 4)

As with English teachers, when age and group size were mentioned, mathematics

teachers also found small group work with Year 10s harder than with Year 7s,

although their reasons were slightly different:

In Year 7 you tend to do more group work than Year 10, because Year 10 are not so

interested to do anything—they just want to chat. So it’s more effective if they’re willing

to work. (Mathematics 5)

And:

The [Year 10] group is not able to work in the same way that the Year 7 works. They

don’t like talking to each other, collaborating, [they are] nowhere near as enthusiastic.

Putting them into groups just enables them to do things they are not meant to be doing.

(Mathematics 6)

(c) Science. Two science teachers cited individual work was behaviour related. One

teacher was emphatic about the reasoning that lay behind the decision to use

individual work when pupils were being disruptive:

That is not a learning device—that is a straightforward discipline device! (Science 3)

Pair work was viewed with suspicion:

Some of them, if they were doing it in pairs, would leave it for the other person to do.

(Science 4)
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And:

If they are a 2 then they each have to do some work. But if you’ve got a 3, it could be that

2 are working and one is coasting. (Science 1)

Across the three curriculum areas, behaviour management was a priority when

allocating pupils to groupings. Particular sizes of grouping (e.g. individual) were used

as a disciplinary device by teachers. And small groupings (between three and seven)

were seen as most problematic by teachers across curriculum areas. Teachers,

generally, suggested that smaller groupings needed greater levels of control, and

provided both behavioural and academic examples to support this.

Other practical constraints that influenced use of grouping. Teachers from all subjects

mentioned frequently that the length of the lesson and the physical layout of the

teaching space had an impact on grouping decisions, although the amount of impact

varied.

(a) Length of lesson. Three English teachers commented that the length of the lesson

affected how many different types of groupings took place, acknowledging that they

could use a wider variety of groupings in longer lessons. A mathematics teacher

specified that he would undertake more group work only if he had a double lesson.

And two science teachers were explicit about the length of lesson affecting the use and

effectiveness of certain types of grouping. One teacher said that he tended to do more

whole-class teaching, indicating that one legitimated correct answer was more

important than the pedagogic involvement of all of the pupils:

I think the basic reason for [using whole class] is simply the efficiency of time. You could

pose the problem and ask all 30 to write down their answer. But you might well find that

you get 25 ridiculous answers, which is actually a waste of time. They don’t get instant

feedback and all that kind of stuff. (Science 3)

Another was concerned about pedagogic involvement (that might be encouraged in

small group work) but this was constrained by lack of time:

I prefer a longer lesson, then there would be more time for kids as a small group to work

through ideas, experiments. I almost have to tell them the answers sometimes because we

are running out of time, rather then getting individual ideas coming back to me from

each group. (Science 2)

(b) Physical layout of teaching space. Mathematics and English teachers spoke of the

possibility of varying the layout of seating (for grouping). These teachers referred to

pupil seating arranged in rows of tables (each table seating a pair of pupils) or

‘horseshoe’ (concentric semi-circles of tables, all facing the front of the classroom).

Science lessons were taught in a variety of laboratories, including those with

traditional front-facing benches, octagonal pods (benches linked together) and
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hexagonal islands of benches. Only a few teachers stated that they moved (the

placement of) furniture within a classroom to accommodate the learning purposes for

a particular type of grouping.

English teachers mentioned the very limited space available in their classrooms, but

three stated that this did not limit the groupings used. One teacher stated that having

her own classroom made a difference: you could ‘choose how the furniture was laid

out’:

Although the room is small, children are good about moving furniture out of the

horseshoe into other arrangements when necessary . . . so I didn’t have a limiting effect

on grouping practices used. (English 5)

And:

[The] class [is] laid out well for work in pairs or fours [in rows with double desks], even

though space is very limited. (English 6)

Two of the mathematics teachers didn’t see space as a problem, apparently the

furniture in their classrooms was designed for maximum flexibility:

Space doesn’t restrict. We organize the tables as we want. (Mathematics 4)

And:

My room is quite good, designed with exams in mind, so there are lots of single tables

which can be moved round quite quickly. (Mathematics 6)

One teacher cited the sharing of rooms as restricting types of grouping used:

. . . Because we tend to share rooms it is very hard to have more than one arrangement.

Occasionally some turning around can go on, but in some classes we don’t allow that . . .

depends on the class. (Mathematics 3)

And two teachers were explicit about the fact that paired work was used in place of

small group work because of the need to move furniture around to facilitate it:

It does vary. Paired work happens all the time . . . Group working doesn’t happen so

often – because logistically – changing around the room is not easy. (Mathematics 5)

Also:

CAME (Cognitive Acceleration in Mathematics Education) lessons might typically work

in pairs . . . Might be because of my general apathy, because there is always a class before

them, I haven’t had time to move the furniture. (Mathematics 1)
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Since furniture tended to be fixed in science laboratories, discussion about physical

design of the furniture from science teachers was not concerned with the time-

consuming task of furniture movement. Most of the science teachers discussed the

layout of their present and previous classrooms in some detail. One teacher indicated

that certain layouts led to whole-class teaching:

To a large extent [a laboratory worked in at another school] was much more traditional—

you could do a lot more chalk and talk and convey a lot more information in a shorter

period of time than I find I can do with a lot of classes here. (Science 1)

Science teachers also acknowledged that front-facing benches reduced (control)

problems created by children with backs to the teacher. Also, benches provided pupil

seating close together—there was less opportunity for pupils to move around. Only

one interviewee identified that informal, hexagonal islands were conducive to

changing groups.

(c) Influence of resources. The availability of equipment for practical work was

mentioned by three teachers as a determinant of the size of groupings used. Looking

at the following quotes in isolation, apparatus appears to be the sole determinant for

size of grouping; the implication being that, if there were enough resources to go

around, practical work would be done on an individual basis:

That would normally be a group of about four. That’s actually a bit too big but given

apparatus— in the old days we could have had groups of maybe two or three but these

days we’re up to four. (Science 3)

And:

Working in groups in [the] middle, practical part of lessons is really, to some extent,

determined by the availability of equipment . . . If we’ve got a large amount of equipment,

they will perhaps be working in pairs. Quite often there will be occasions when there will

only be enough equipment to have one piece per bench; in which case, they’ll have to

work in a much bigger group. (Science 1)

Also:

The biggest group I’ve got is 30, so I usually have enough equipment for 15 pairs.

(Science 2)

Conclusion

The purpose of this exploratory, interview-based study was to ascertain how and

why secondary school teachers across a range of curriculum areas grouped their

pupils for learning within their classrooms. Previous studies of pupil grouping

within secondary schools have tended to be survey-based, either identifying

practicalities of seating (in relation to teacher presence, behaviour, distribution
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of equipment, classroom layout, etc.) or in relation to school and curriculum

traditions which enforce whole-class divisions by ability/attainment. The

literature review found great potential for the use of various pupil groupings

to promote different learning tasks (especially identified in a range of primary

school studies), but little evidence that pupil groupings in secondary schools

were organized with the promotion of learning relationships in mind. While the

study reported is small scale, the ability to undertake in-depth interviews with

teachers provides a range of insight regarding the use of grouping in secondary

school classrooms.

Analysis of interviews with teachers in three core curriculum areas identified

preferred sizes of groupings, placement of types of grouping within lesson

phase and learning purpose, and constraining factors in the choice and use of

group working. Teachers referred to a range of grouping sizes. Interviews

mentioned whole-class groupings, a range of ‘small’ groupings that included

sizes from two to seven pupils, and individuals. The predominant grouping

sizes were whole class, small group and individuals; there was little reference

to pairs or triads.

Use of grouping sizes was more strongly related to lesson phase than any

specific pedagogic concern. Whole-class groupings were likely to be found at the

beginning and end of lessons, while small grouping and individual grouping were

used in the middle of a lesson. Whole-class grouping was used to present new

knowledge and review existing knowledge, but this was also tied to teachers’

concern to maintain classroom control. This approach assumed whole-class

pedagogic involvement where teachers only focused on one pupil (at a time) to

provide answers for teacher-structured questions. Experience of formal whole-class

grouping for teaching (Kutnick et al., 1997) suggests that teachers are more likely

to focus on higher-attaining pupils, who are more likely to answer the teacher’s

question successfully and less likely to instigate behaviour-control problems.

Whole-class grouping also enabled teachers to maintain a high degree of

intellectual control over subject-matter.

Distinctive pedagogic purposes were cited for the use of small groups and

individuals mainly during the middle phase of lessons. Small groups were linked with

cognitive discussion and analysis of practical problems. Pupils within these groupings

need to draw upon interpersonal group working skills if discussion and listening is to

be effective for learning. The literature reviewed (see Blatchford et al., 2000), as well

as the interviews, identify the need for these skills but there was little or no evidence

that pupils are provided any training to develop the skills. Individual grouping was

linked with practice and predominated in mathematics classes and in instances where

pupils were likely to misbehave. Individual grouping has been found to work to the

disadvantage of low-attaining children in primary schools (Kutnick et al., 2002), and

this finding should be further explored in greater detail in secondary school

classrooms.

It is of significance that the teachers interviewed did not describe their classroom

group formation as being dominated by government recommendations of homo-

geneous ability groupings (DfEE, 1997) or theory-dominated models of cooperative
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or collaborative learning (Slavin, 1990a, b), especially where these models may be

applied to inappropriate learning tasks (Creemers, 1994). It is also of interest to note

that within these interviews teachers were not overtly concerned about the

attainment/ability level of their pupils, even though there will be a range of pupil

abilities in any mixed-ability or set classroom.

It was consistently shown in the quotes and explanations provided by the interviews

that control and pupil involvement were never far from teachers’ thoughts. Some

grouping sizes were used overtly to control the behaviour of pupils: teachers identified

the whole class as a means of promoting information while ‘calming’ the rest of the

class (who were not actively participating). One teacher stated that grouping for

control of behaviour sometimes took precedence over planning for learning. Whole-

class grouping did not necessarily include a concern for the pedagogic involvement of

all pupils (in a class). Within pupil discussion sessions, some teachers chose to use the

smallest grouping possible, noting that: (a) pairs of children provided more

participation and less disruption than small groups, and (b) small groups of four

provided more pupil involvement (and less learning disruption) than groups of six or

more pupils. Thus, from the teachers’ perspective, pedagogy appears strongly linked

with control.

There was little support given to the possible sharing of (mutual) knowledge

between pupils. Teachers’ focus for the learning event was placed mainly upon the

individual learner. Teaching was either directive or didactic within whole-class

grouping; where interactions likely to encourage cognitive development were highly

controlled by the teacher who chose particular pupils to respond to questions.

Perhaps this controlled focus on the exposition of knowledge (not necessarily

learning) has been encouraged by the current concern for ‘correct answers’ and

performativity outlined in National Curriculum testing and assessment procedures

(Mahony & Hextall, 2001).

Other constraints were exerted in the grouping of pupils by dominant attitudes

within different curriculum areas, the physical layout of the classroom and age of

pupils (Goodson & Managan, 1995; Stodolsky & Grossman, 1995). Teachers did not

appear to reflect much upon their role when interacting with pupil groupings

(Blatchford et al., 2001). And a number of the teachers identified that they would

need more classroom time if small groupings were integrated into their teaching (see

Tolmie et al., 1998), although they preferred not to use time-consuming, small group

discussions (with possible loss of control).

This was a small-scale, interview-based study. As such, results can only provide

indicative insights about teachers’ thinking and concerns with regard to within-

class pupil grouping. Further studies will need to explore the correspondence

between teachers’ statements, the reality of grouping pupils within their classrooms

and pupil perceptions of (and preferences for) classroom groupings. These studies

will add greater social pedagogic insight into the relationship between grouping

and learning in authentic classrooms, the institutional nature of control and

question whether the current findings (regarding grouping) are the results of

institutionalized teacher behaviours and training within National Curriculum

dominated classrooms.
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Note

1. Some readers may object to the statement concerning lack of research and cite the great number

of studies concerning cooperative and collaborative grouping of pupils. The authors do not wish

to deny that a large number of these studies exist internationally; but question whether these

groupings are ‘natural’ to every-day classroom practice (as opposed to short-term experimental

session(s)) or whether teachers actually take on the full recommended structure of cooperative

grouping (Slavin 1990b) or are simply stating a familiar term.
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